
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

St. Michael’s Church School 

Curriculum Newsletter 

 

Reception – Out of this world! 

Spring Term 2 2020 

What are we learning this half term? 

 
 

Keep up the phonics, reading and writing practice at home. 

It really does help your children in school.  

Communication, Language and Literacy 

 We will focus on three core texts over the course of the half term. They are all fiction texts, ‘Whatever 

Next!, Journey and Q-Pootle’. The children will learn these texts, using actions and role play to help them to 

fully immerse themselves in the story. We will begin with a crash scene and space writing moving swiftly on 

to caption and sentence writing about their fantasy lands. We will also be doing a lot of reading and talking 

to support the writing. We will practice how to segment and blend polysyllabic words, as their reading levels 

progress and continue to move up their phonics set levels. In phonics we are now moving on to phase 3 

sounds, these will be sent out for you to practice at home. They involve new sounds which continue to 

introduce digraphs (two letter sounds) and trigraphs (three letter sounds).  

 

  
 

Understanding the World 

We are going to be learning all about 

space this half term.  

We will be looking at our solar system 

and what planets and stars are in it. 

Using google earth and different apps we 

will explore where earth is in comparison 

to the solar system.  

We will aim to learn information about 

each planet and the sun.  

We will also learn about Tim Peake and 

other astronauts and their adventures 

into space and how they do different 

everyday activities.   

ICT 

 

The children will continue to explore 

how to use the caterpillar and Beebots to 

navigate around obstacles. The children 

will also use the Ipads to operate apps.  

Physical Development 

 
We are very excited about this half terms 

PE as the children will be working their 

way through the Invasion game unit. 

They will have to use and learn many 

skills to be able to take part in the games 

effectively. They will have to find space, 

move with speed, dodge around their 

friends, throw, roll, push, kick and have a 

good aim just to name a few.  

Expressive Arts and Design 

Our role play area will reflect our theme of Space 

and we will be using it to encourage drama and 

communication between the children. Both 

classes have resources that reflect the books that 

we will be looking at so they can easily become 

the characters from these stories. We will do junk 

modelling and make objects such as rockets. The 

children will have access to different materials 

and media throughout the half term so they can 

use their imagination.  

 

  

Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development 

The children will regularly reflect on their 

observations on tapestry that have been posted by 

parents and guardians. This will provide the children 

with an opportunity to talk about themselves, their 

opinions and needs in front of others to build their 

confidence.   

RE 

 
During RE we will be looking at a different element of 

the Easter story from week to week. We will be 

completing lots of different fun activities to support 

the understanding of the Biblical story and using circle 

times, drama and art activities to help.   

Mathematical Development 

Throughout the half term, we are going to be 

revising some learning that we have previously 

found a little tricky and then moving on to 

challenging ourselves. We are going to start 

looking at 3D shapes, time, counting on and back 

and then adding and subtracting using this new 

skill to speed up the problem solving. The 

activities will be themed to our space topic. They 

will increasingly use the self-access resources to 

help with their own problem solving.  

Contact us 

emcmullon@stmichaelschurchschool.co.uk  

ksmith@stmichaelschurchschool.co.uk  

Tapestry 

Please log on and view your child’s 

online learning journey. We ask that 

parents contribute to this once a week, 

with photographs or a narrative. This 

could include; homework, reading, or a 

game they have been playing! 
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